Call to Order

The meeting of the Thirty Fifth Regular Legislative Session was called to order at 6:30 p.m. by Speaker Grashoff. Senator Reeves led a moment of silence followed by the Pledge of Allegiance.

Roll Call

There were 46 senators present at the time of roll call.

Richard, Morgan
Miranne, Maximilian
Hendrix, Holly
Johnson, Ryan
Baumgardner, William
Bourgeois, Bryce
Wedge, Kyle
Davis, Wesley
Morvant, Dimitry
Fertitta, David
Grashoff, Alex
Triche, Gabrielle
Zerkus, Norman
Grotte, Nathan
Karam, Robert
Hunt, Jay
Bourgeois, Brianna
Smith, Emily
Watts, Bridget
Hauth, Catherine
Dunn, Vernon
Stipe, Mary
Guillory, Brandon
Weeks, Parker
Vallot, Raina
Hilton, Chase
Muehleman, Kevin
Beadle, De Andre
Stewart, Taylor
Knight, Hannah
Becnel, Abigail
Beste, Camille
Reeves, Colin
Loga, Tyler
Taylor, Morgan
Schwartzenburg, Trey
Boudreaux, Jacob
Smith, Eleanor
Mullet, Andrew
Ales, Tyler
Bevan, George
Grashoff, Adam
DeBlieux, Alexandre
Latham, Katherine
Wright, Courtney
Boudreaux, Drake
D'Arcangelo, Nikki
Loupe, Blaine
Do, Joshua
Gore, Wesley
Hurtado, Daniela
Boudreaux, Matthew
Frink, Helen
Sanderson, Ty
Mahtook, Andrew
Lancon, Robert
Tarleton, Grant
Dean, Caroline
Miller, Zachary

Public Input

Senator Grashoff – Greek Board of Directors
  • He announced that the Greek Board of Directors appreciated the money supplied to them by Senate and that it was well used.

Senator Guillory – Senior Stride
  • Registration is now open on the Student Government website
  • Senior Stride is for students graduating in 2014 and stands for the last walk through campus on March 30th.
  • Also includes a philanthropy
  • Free crawfish
  • Volunteers needed
• Contact Director Jordan to volunteer

_Senator Beadle – Black Caucus_
• Announced that the caucus is in support of the legislation for the delegation system being presented
• Caucus is working to move into the Office of Multi Cultural Affairs

_Question:_ Speaker pro tempore Schwartzenburg asked if the Black Caucus has any intention to join a delegation if legislation passes?
_Answer:_ Senator Beadle answered that the option would be discussed later.

_Senator Dr. Smith_
• Announced that the School of Coastal and Environment is thankful for the funding that Senate provided for their symposium
• Student Government and Senate were acknowledged on the sponsor poster
• The symposium presented 18 oral presentations and five posters
• Four different states and several Louisiana colleges were represented

_Point of Personal Privilege – Senator DeBlieux was present_

_Senators Knight and Frink – Ethics and Programming_
• Presented on the rules for campaigning materials
• Reminds everyone to stay friendly and keep campaign talk off of the Senate floor
• Election is March 24th
• Student Government Crawfish Boil will be March 23th

_Question:_ Speaker pro tempore Schwartzenburg asked how the crawfish is being paid for?
_Answer:_ Senator Frink answered that everyone will pay something and that the Pop Money app will more likely be used to collect the money.

_Point of Personal Privilege – Senators Loupe and Stipe were present_

**Reading, Correction and Adoption of Minutes**

Amendment to minutes by Senator Mullet, seconded by Senator Taylor.
-Seen as friendly and adopted

Senator J. Boudreaux moved to adopt the minutes, seconded by Senator Lancon.

**New Business**

SGCR No. 29 by Senator Bevan, a Concurrent Resolution to approve Brian Rees as a senator for the College of UCAC. **SGCR No. 29** was referred to Rules.
SGR No. 30 by Senator Gore, a Resolution to urge and request LSU Dining to accurately and visibly provide all allergen information that may be present in or have come in contact with food served in all LSU on-campus dining halls and LSU Dining catered events. SGR No. 30 was referred to Student Auxiliary Services.

SGR No. 31 by Senator Hilton, a Resolution to urge and request the Office of Parking and Transportation Services to create a smaller, less obstructive parking tag. SGR No. 31 was referred to Campus Affairs and Sustainability.

SGR No. 32 by Senator Triche, a Resolution to support the establishment and implementation of the LSU Honor Code. SGR No. 32 was referred to Academic Affairs.

SGR No. 33 by Senator Elly Smith, a Resolution to urge and request LSU Auxiliary Services to commit room 358B in the LSU Student Union to designated study space while maintaining printing services in the Union. SGR No. 33 was referred to Student Auxiliary Services.

SGR No. 34 by Speaker pro tempore Schwartzenburg, a Resolution to urge and request the Louisiana Congressional Delegation to support a Federal Matching Program for higher education. SGR No. 34 was referred to Student Life, Diversity and Community Outreach.

SGR No. 35 by Speaker pro tempore Schwartzenburg a Resolution to urge and request the Louisiana Congressional Delegation to support the higher Education Reauthorization Act. SGR No. 35 was referred to Student Life, Diversity and Community Outreach.

SGR No. 36 by Speaker pro tempore Schwartzenburg, a Resolution to urge and request the Louisiana Congressional Delegation to support incentive provisions for higher education institutions to enroll more low-income students. SGR No. 36 was referred to Student Life, Diversity and Community Outreach.

SGR No. 37 by Senator Hilton, a Resolution to urge and request Office of Parking and Transportation to immediately implement crosswalks in proximity to Alex Box Stadium and surrounding areas. SGR No. 37 was referred to Campus Affairs and Sustainability.

SGFB No. 3 by Senators Stewart and Miller, a Finance Bill to allocate a maximum of two thousand three hundred and sixty-five dollars and sixty-five cents ($2382.65) from the Senate Contingency Account to fund the LSU Food Science Club to represent LSU in the Institute of Food Technologist Student Association (IFTSA) College Bowl Competition and Southeastern Conference. SGFB No. 3 was referred to Budget and Appropriations.

**Question:** Time was yielded to Deputy Chief Justice Scalco, who asked what the actual amount of the bill is since the numbers do not match up in the agenda?

**Point of Clarification** by Speaker pro tempore Schwartzenburg who said the amount is two thousand three hundred and sixty-five dollars and sixty-five cents ($2365.65).
SGFB No. 4 by Senator Frink, a Finance Bill to allocate five thousand dollars and zero cents ($5,000.00) from the Senate Contingency Account to fund the International Relations Club to attend the SRMUN Conference. SGFB No. 4 was referred to Budget and Appropriations.

SGB No. 3 by Speaker pro tempore Schwartzzenburg and Senator DeBlieux, a Bill to amend the Student Government Rules of Court. SGB No. 3 was referred to Rules.

SGB No. 4 by Speaker pro tempore Schwartzzenburg and Senator DeBlieux, a Bill to amend the Student Government Rules of Order. SGB No. 4 was referred to Rules.

SGB No. 5 by Speaker pro tempore Schwartzzenburg and Senator DeBlieux, a Bill to amend the Student Government Bylaws Articles VII and VIII governing Student Government Finances. SGB No. 5 was referred to Rules.

Committee Reports

Academic Affairs - Senator J. Boudreaux
• Honor Code will be heard during the next session and any questions can go to the author or Elliot Thompson

Budget and Appropriations – Senator Grashoff
• No meeting, no report

Campus Affairs and Sustainability – Senator Taylor
• If you have something being sent to CAS next week it will not be heard until the following week due to Light Walk

Rules – Speaker pro tempore Schwartzzenburg
• Three appointments for new senators

Student Auxiliary Services – Senator Baumgardner
• Two pieces of legislation passed favorably in committee
  o Food truck legislation and legislations on an athletic lost and found system or check in item system at football games
• Working on movie theatre initiative, Tiger Card initiatives and an initiative on the computer lab space behind the Senate office.

Question: Senator Emily Smith asked if there is any way we can start a recycling project near the gates at football games?
Answer: Senator Baumgardner said that it’s a good idea, and will be looked into.

Student Life, Diversity and Community Outreach – Senator DeBlieux
• Discussed SGR No. 28
• SO points announcements
Two weeks before the next SO point deadline
- When senators sign something saying they will attend something, that will not get them automatic points and everyone must fill out the actual SO point form on the website

Questions:
Senator Latham asked how much time volunteered makes an SO point?
Answer: 30 minutes with a one-hour maximum

Senator Emily Smith asked if those in charge of QEP were given the code senators needed to get their point?
Answer:
Senator DeBlieux answered yes and that it could have gotten lost in transit, so write “no code given” on the website and he will contact each senator individually.

Executive Officer Reports

Director Gonzales
- Grovin’ on the Grounds release party went well
- Grovin’ on the Grounds will be March 28th with the art show taking place before the music acts
- If senators help work, they will receive a VIP pass
- Announced that the emcees will be the “Finals Week Boys”

Commissioner Wheeler – Elections
- Last meeting on March 13th
- Monday, March 17th starts active campaigning
- 7:30 p.m. on March 17th in the Holiday Forum will be the Vice President and President debates, and they will also be aired on Tiger TV
- Ticket registration is due Friday, March 14th
- Election Board is working on PR and voting stations. These voting stations will probably be in front of the dining halls.
- Reminds everyone that the Election Board is staying unbiased and that they can not base punishments off of hearsay and must see the action done themselves.

Chief of Staff Rhodes
- Thanked everyone for coming out for QEP and LSU Discover
- SO Point mishap is being worked on and she apologizes for any miscommunications
- Kaplan free testing will be Saturday, March 15th at Coats Hall at 8 a.m.
- Reminds senators to remove all campaign paraphernalia before going into the Executive Board Office

Senators wished Vice President Parks a very happy birthday.
Vice President Parks

- Academic Major Fair is March 24th 10 a.m. – 12 noon in the Vieux Carre room
- Spread word to everyone
- Senior colleges will email students about it
- Student Government Banquet will be April 29th in the Stadium Club
- Legislative session has begun and discussion about higher education between Executive members and legislators has also begun

Judicial Officer Reports

Justice Davis

- Met Monday, March 10th and went over Election Code and duties for Executive members
- Next meeting is Monday, March 17th at 9 p.m.

Unfinished Business

SGB No. 2 by Speaker Grashoff, Speaker pro tempore Schwartzenburg and Senator DeBlieux, a Bill to amend Articles I-VI and IX-XII of the Student Government Bylaws.

Article XIII

Author’s opening comments by Speaker Grashoff. He said the new delegation system proposed in this article would not replace caucuses but still accomplish the same thing. He said this change would let any student apply and Student Government would recognize them as a group. This new concept has been effective for other schools.

Question: Senator M. Boudreaux asked what is the difference between a caucus and a delegation?

Answer: Speaker Grashoff answered that in order to form a caucus there had to be a 2/3 vote in favor and Senate had to vote on the leader of the caucus. To form a delegation, students would simply apply online. The goal is for Student Government to reach out to the delegations, instead of them having to report and reach out to Senate.

Debate – Amendment by Speaker Grashoff to line 1029
- Deemed friendly and adopted

Debate by Senator Mullet - Amendment to line 1022
- Deemed friendly and adopted

Debate by Senator Frink who said she is in favor of this article because if a group wants representation it gives them the option to ask for it.

Debate by Senator Grashoff, who is also in favor of the article. He said this is a great way for Senate to get out on campus and get others involved.
Closing comments by Speaker Grashoff. He said he sees this as a resource for students and a bridge between student groups and Senate. He urged favorable passage.

**Article XIII passed with a voice vote**

Opening Comments by Speaker pro tempore Schwartzenburg on the bill as a whole. He said these changes are great improvements.

**Debate** by Speaker pro tempore Schwartzenburg

- Amendment to line 296
  - Deemed friendly and adopted
- Amendment
  - Deemed friendly and adopted
- Amendment to change a few word choices
  - Deemed friendly and adopted
- Amendment
  - Friendly and adopted
- Amendment
  - Deemed hostile

Opening comments on the last amendment by Speaker pro tempore Schwartzenburg. The amendment is to change to “Chair of the Rules Committee.”

**Debate** by Speaker Grashoff, who was in favor and clarified on the amendment.

Closing comments on the amendment by Speaker pro tempore Schwartzenburg who clarified that the Chair of Rules is the Speaker pro tempore and said they should be the one contact that can relay all committees viewpoints and votes. He urged favorable passage.

**Voice vote passed favorably and amendment passed**

Closing comments on SGB No. 2 by Speaker pro tempore Schwartzenburg. He thanked everyone involved in the amended Bylaws and said this will lead to great branch unity.

Favorable passage urged

Senator Fertitta abstained

100 % in favor SGB No. 2 Enrolled

Senator J. Boudreaux moved to suspend the rules and immediately consider SGR No. 20, seconded by Senator Beadle.

Point of Clarification by Speaker Grashoff, who said that new senators wouldn’t be able to vote on the resolution.
Senator J. Boudreaux withdrew his motion.

**SGCR No. 12** by Senator Stewart, a Concurrent Resolution to approve Camille Beste as a Senator for College of Humanities and Social Sciences.

Senator Stewart yielded her time to Camille Beste.

**Question:**
Senator Latham asked if it is true she took singing lessons with Senator Knight?

**Answer:** yes

**Debate** by Senator Bevan who said he has worked with her professionally and that she has an excellent work ethic.

**Debate** by Senator Frink who said Camille is persistent and she is in favor of the resolution.

Favorable passage urged

**100% in Favor SGCR No. 12 Enrolled**

**SGCR No. 14** by Senator Richard, a Concurrent Resolution to approve Holly Hendrix as a Senator for the College of Agriculture.

Opening comments by Senator Richard. She said that she has worked with Hendrix before and that she is a good choice. Yielded time to Hendrix.

Favorable passage urged

**100% in Favor SGCR No. 14 Enrolled**

**SGCR No. 28** by Senator Wedge, a Concurrent Resolution to approve Christopher Hailey as a Senator for the College of Business.

Time yielded to Hailey, who said he wants to become more involved in LSU and Student Government.

Favorable passage urged

**100% in Favor SGCR No. 28 Enrolled**

**Induction of New Senators**

Deputy Chief Justice Scalco swore in new senators and read the code.
Unfinished Business Continued

SGR No. 20 by Senators Knight and Latham, a Resolution to urge and request Louisiana State University (LSU) Dining and LSU Auxiliary Services to allow food truck vendors to hold “Food Truck Wroundups” on Campus.

Author’s opening comments by Senator Knight. She said the legislation outlines why food trucks would be good idea on LSU’s campus. It included:

- Food options on campus are limited and food trucks would give more diversity of food
- Would help to alleviate congestion in Union
- Tons of food truck options like crepes, frozen yogurt, Cajun food, etc.
- Many other universities have them so why not here?

Senator Latham said that many students have emailed and said they wanted the food trucks.

Questions:
Senator Dr. Emily Smith asked if Senator Latham was aware that many of the food trucks already have regulated schedules.
Answer: Senator Latham answered that this resolution’s purpose is to open the line of communication with them. The food trucks may want to work LSU more than their other current location.

Senator Dr. Emily Smith asked if senators would try to get the food trucks at night, too?
Answer: Senator Latham said that this resolution is left open ended to see how we can partner up with Baton Rouge Wroundup.

Senator Dr. Emily Smith asked if the authors are aware that the prices of food trucks are a little higher than the Union food?
Answer: Senator Latham answered yes, but this is more specialized food and students may want to spend more for something different every now and then.

Senator Dean asked if Tiger Cash or a Paw Point system could be looked into for the food trucks?
Answer: Senator Latham answered that it’s not definite and that this resolution is a conversation starter and a system may be looked into.

Senator Beadle asked if LSU requires that the trucks be registered with LSU catering services?
Answer: They will have to register with LSU Dining.

Senator Grashoff asked if LSU would need to pay for this at all?
Answer: Senator Latham said she was not sure but would keep senators updated.

Senator Zerkus asked what are some possible locations for food trucks?
**Answer:** Senator Knight answered that the Emerging Technology Parking Lot is one option, but they could be anywhere based on student need.

Senator Dr. Emily Smith asked if anyone had ever been to the Wroundup?  
**Answer:** Senator Knight answered that she has and loved it.

**Debate** by Senator Frink. She said she is in favor and food trucks could become very popular on campus.

**Debate** by Senator M. Boudreaux, who said he is also in favor of the resolution and said that this can also benefit businesses around LSU.

Closing comments by Senator Knight, who said she is really excited about this resolution since this is her first piece of legislation. She urged favorable passage.

**100% in Favor SGR No. 20 Enrolled**

**SGR No. 21** by Senators Latham and Guillory, a Resolution to urge and request Louisiana State University (LSU) Athletics and Festival and Event Staffing and Security Services, Inc. (FESS) to explore options for collecting prohibited items through Athletic Entry Gates.

Senator Latham gave opening comments. She said that no other universities have this option. Athletic events make students throw away any prohibited items and it would be nice to have a check in item system. There were also issues with employees stealing the prohibited items from the trash.

**Questions:**
Speaker pro tempore Schwartzenburg asked what is the follow up plan if this resolution passes?  
**Answer:** Senator Latham answered that if it passes the authors are going talk to the Director of Facility and Ground.

Senator Lancon asked if the authors are planning to offer Student Government funding?  
**Answer:** Senator Latham answered that a bill may come later about it, but they are hoping that Athletics will want to do this for students.

Senator Hunt asked what happens if the items are broken while in the Check In system?  
**Answer:** Senator Latham said they would have to talk with Athletics. A locker system may be an option later on.

**Debate** – an amendment made to insert paragraph 5  
-Deemed friendly and adopted

**Debate** by Senator Mullet  
-Amendment deemed friendly and adopted
Debate by Senator Emily Smith who said she likes the original policy. Students are at fault if they do not follow the rules and guidelines.

Question: Time yielded to Advisor Smith who asked if senators knew that the current policy states that you must throw away items or leave the area.

Debate by Senator Knight is in favor of the resolution due to personal experience.

Debate by Senator Lancon, who is also in favor of the resolution. He said that this is a service that students deserve. He said the funding shouldn’t only come from Student Government. Airports auction off the left behind objects in their check in systems and maybe that’s something Student Government could do to raise money.

Question: Senator Emily Smith will this add to a line in he resolution? 
Answer: Senator Lancon said he sees the auction as a different line or paragraph.

Debate by Senator Elly Smith. She said this could be a healthy alternative to leaving with item or throwing it away. It is the responsibility of the staff to be accountable of the items.

Debate by Senator Loupe, who said he is in favor and notes that this resolution is just a way to explore options for athletic events.

Debate by Senator Taylor, who said her issue with the resolution is that it should just be an awareness thing instead of a check in system. She said signs should be put up about what to have and not have at athletic events.

Questions: 
Senator Emily Smith asked if Senator Taylor believed that if there were more signs showing prohibited items would people take time to bring items home? 
Answer: Yes

Senator Lancon asked if a list of prohibited items is it on the ticket? 
Point of Clarification by Senator Mahtook, who said it is not listed on the ticket. 
Point of Clarification by Senator J. Boudreaux, who said it is on the website when students order tickets.

Senator Taylor asked wouldn’t students be leaving items with the same people who previously stole prohibited items? 
Answer: Senator M. Boudreaux answered that those who stole were fired and people cannot blame the whole company for what a few people did.

Speaker pro tempore Schwartzenburg moved to previous question, seconded by Senator Miranne.
Closing comments by Senator Latham. She said that if LSU thinks signage and better communication is what’s best then it will be considered and that the resolution is just to address the issue. Favorable passage urged.

69% in Favor SGR No. 21 Enrolled

Point of Personal Privilege – Senator Stewart present

SGR No. 25 by Speaker pro tempore Schwartzenburg, a Resolution to urge and request LSU Middleton Library to commit the space currently occupied by the Public Access Computer Lab in Middleton 241 to study areas with tables and electrical outlets.

Opening comments by Speaker pro tempore Schwartzenburg who said the large space in library being is being vacated beginning July 1st. The resolution is asking to make it a study area with tables and outlets serving as a good area to use laptops.

Question:
Senator R. Karam asked if the author had thought about asking for more study area, but also a large area with a PC and table for group work?
Answer: Speaker pro tempore said he could look into it. He said the point of the resolution is to get the area turned into study space.

Debate by Speaker pro tempore Schwartzenburg
• Amendment to paragraph 10
• He addressed that with the lab being moved, the printer should be left in the area for students
• Deemed friendly and adopted

Closing comments by speaker pro tempore Schwartzenburg said he thinks this will be a good use of space and would save a lot of money with this move. Study spaces are cheaper to maintain than computer labs. He urged favorable passage.

98% in Favor SGR No. 25 Enrolled

SGR No. 28 by Senator J. Boudreaux, a Resolution to support the expansion of SGR No. 5 S13RS “To recommend the implementation of an Emergency Response Amnesty Police at Louisiana State University” to Include Drug-Related Emergencies.

Senator Lancon moved to extend opening comments by 5 minutes, seconded by Senator M. Boudreaux. Objections were present, but the motion passed with a voice vote.
Opening comments by Senator J. Boudreaux who explained medical amnesty, where if students consume too much of one substance and seek medical attention they will not be punished as harshly on the first offense. The current amnesty program only includes alcohol amnesty. LSU has yet to implement one that includes medical amnesty.
Senator J. Boudreaux introduced Chris Ambrose and says that he supports anything to reduce the harm students are doing to themselves.

Chris proposed the expansion to the bill due to losing personal friends due to drug overdoses. He said there are rise in heroine deaths in Baton Rouge. This amnesty policy could help save lives.

Senator J. Boudreaux said that this resolution is a conversation starter and wording may be changed.

Questions:
Senator Gore asked what would be some cons that could be brought up against full medical amnesty?
Answer: Senator J. Boudreaux said that some people believe it is a way to encourage bad behavior or serves as a “get out of jail free” card. To argue these cons, he said that the amnesty would only count once.

Senator Lancon asked why the last piece of legislation did not already include a drug amnesty policy?
Answer: Senator J. Boudreaux said that previously the authors only thought about alcohol and when showing the bill originally it was brought up that drugs are also a big issue.

Speaker pro tempore Schwartzenburg asked if Senator J. Boudreaux could elaborate on how people say an amnesty policy “promotes drugs”?
Answer: Senator J. Boudreaux answered that he would like to see this at every orientation, and a part of the My Student Body program to help students and that it would not be advertised as the “get out of jail free card.”

Speaker pro tempore Schwartzenburg asked if other colleges have medical amnesty?
Answer: Senator J. Boudreaux answered yes.

Senator Lancon asked seeing if any of this would be in violation of state laws?
Answer: Senator J. Boudreaux said that all incidents would still have to be reported, so it would not be in violation.

Debate
Amendment to strike “unanimously” and add to paragraph 12
- Deemed friendly and adopted

Debate by Senator Taylor, who stated her issue with the resolution. She said that it upsets her that the idea for a full amnesty policy was constructed without meeting up with Residential Life, who would be directly affected by this.

Point of Clarification by Senator Miller, who asked if this would be only for students in a medical emergency?
Chris answered that it would only count if someone calls for help and if it’s a life or death situation.

Senator J. Boudreaux said that the resolution was kept broad for the specific reason that they wanted committees to finalize the details addressed.

**Questions:**
Advisor Smith asked if Senator Taylor thinks it’s a good idea that when RAs call the police department, they can decide if it’s a medical emergency or not?
**Answer:** She said that’s how it works, but if the students want to go to the hospital, the ambulance must take them.

Senator Mahtook asked if Senator Taylor is saying this is a good policy, but she wants to see collaboration with Residential Life before it goes anywhere else?
**Answer:** yes

**Debate** by Senator Emily Smith, who said she is in favor of the resolution. She said the point is to protect students when they are in trouble.

**Debate** by Senator Beadle
- Amendment deemed friendly and adopted
- He continued by saying that some house parties allow drinking if students are of age and that this gives Greeks a safe way to keep their guests safe.

**Debate** by Senator Lancon, who said it is important to hear more about the process of medical amnesty, so he yielded time to Advisor Smith.

Advisor Smith said that when dealing with regular cases, it starts with a report or referral. Those reports also include medical emergencies and reports not actually charged. A director reviews the reports and if it is against Student Code of Conduct, the director meets and talks with student. He said that medical amnesty is the most appropriate thing to do.

Closing comments by Senator J. Boudreaux said that over the last year there have been 13 cases of life threatening over consumption. A medical amnesty policy could help educate students about over dosing. He promised that anyone or organization that this would affect will be contacted and have a huge part in the final decisions.

Favorable passage urged

**98% in Favor SGR No. 28 Enrolled**

**LO No. 12** by Speaker Grashoff, a Legislative Order to appoint the Standing Committees of the Thirty-Fifth LSU Student Senate.
Opening comments by Speaker Grashoff who told all recently appointed senators to pick a committee to serve on. He also gave a brief explanation of each committee.

Point of Personal Privilege – Senator Beste asked to join Student Auxiliary Services.

Point of Personal Privilege – Senator Hailey asked to join Student Life Diversity and Community Outreach.

Point of Personal Privilege – Senator Hendrix asked to join Campus Affairs and Sustainability.

Favorable passage urged

97% in Favor LO No. 12 Enrolled

**Legislative Officer Reports**

**Speaker pro tempore Schwartzenburg**
- Senate pictures will be during the next session, so wear business casual attire

**Speaker Grashoff**
- Development Workshop Orientation taking place after meeting for new senators and their mentors
- Light Walk is next week
- If senators write legislation on a policy involving a group or organization, they should see the organization first, but if you planned on seeing the organization after it is passed on Senate floor then that is acceptable, too.
- April 9th is the last legislative week, including speaker and speaker pro tempore elections

**Advisor Reports**

**Advisor Smith**
- When a bill is brought to the floor, invite administrators that it affects to the meeting

**Petitions, Memorials and Other Communications**

Senator J. Boudreaux gave Senator Mullet a gift for being a proxy for him at a previous committee meeting.

Senator Stewart announced that the Zeta Pancake Breakfast is Saturday, March 15th. She had tickets for sell for $5 or people could get one at the event for $7. She also said she is finalizing spots on campus for bus signs and benches and told senators to email her with any ideas.
Deputy Chief Justice Scalco announced that he is the cook for the crawfish boil on March 23rd, so if anyone has special requests, let him know. He also said that he and Associate Justice Keller would be going to Ireland with the Tiger Band. His last announcement was that he believed the moment of silence at the beginning of the meeting is being looked over.

Senator Hurtado showed off her awesome, new and artistic shirt.

Senator Mahtook said that everyone should go to Reginelli’s after the meeting to support the Man of the Year and his philanthropy.

**Question:** Senator Baumgardner asked if delivery or pick up counts?  
**Answer:** Yes

Senator Bevan welcomes all new senators. He also announced that a “moment” is 1.5 minutes, which is too long for Senate meetings. He gave shout outs to Senators Miller, Loupe, Lancon and Grashoff, but declares himself as tie winner of the week.

Chief of Staff Rhodes gave a shout out to Greek guys and told them to sign up for Greek Week before Sunday, March 16th. Other guys can help too.

Senator Dr. Smith said that if anyone is considering Graduate School or accepted to Graduate School she would be happy to talk to them about realistic expectations and help them with anything they need. She confirmed that she is now a doctor.

Senator J. Boudreaux moved to have three cheers for Senator Emily Smith, seconded by Senator Miranne.

**Adjournment**

Senator J. Boudreaux moved to adjourn, seconded by Senator Bevan. Objections were present. With 93% in favor, the meeting was adjourned at 9:20 p.m.